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Business issue

 • Client lacked the ability to provide
specialized, in-dealer knowledge and
training capabilities.

 • It desired to improve network
performance and drive critical
performance indicators across multiple
departments of the dealership.

 • Client has an established portfolio
of coaching program offerings with
previous vendors with a need to
re-launch and re-brand the program
image.

 • Global program environment involves
influence and input to multiple
countries, with heavy parent company
oversight.

Project objectives and scope

 • Deloitte was engaged to assist with 
an OEM’s retail performance 
coaching program to assess the

performance of each department 
within the dealership, (i.e., new car 
sales, certified pre-owned, aftersales). 

 • Deloitte developed a program designed
to tailor training and coaching concepts
specific to each dealers’ needs and
identify opportunities for improvement.

 • Components of Deloitte’s coaching
methodology, framework, and tools
were used to guide coaches in the field
and drive performance improvements
in the dealer network.

Value delivered/benefits

 • Increased performance in critical
KPIs throughout the dealer network
including:

 – Increases in customer satisfaction in 
Sales and Service departments

 – Increases in new car sales volume, 
both year-over-year and vs. non-
coached dealers

 – Increases in used car sales volume, 
both year-over-year and vs. non-
coached dealers

 • Development of a structured coaching
approach and methodology, including
management and oversight of other
coaching vendors.

 • Established clear communication and
reporting protocols for performance
evaluation of engaged dealers.

Performance coaching — New car sales, pre-owned sales, aftersales 

Operational and financial performance
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Business issue

 • The sales process has remained
relatively unchanged in the automotive
industry since inception.

 • The changing consumer landscape has
led to a shift in customer expectation.

 • Client has embarked on a
transformative journey to assist its
dealer network and streamlining the
car buying process.

 • Individually-owned dealership program
buy-in.

 • Communication of the program to its
dealer network.

Project objectives and scope

• Based on client satisfaction with the 
retail performance coaching and the 
quality of work delivered, Deloitte was 
asked to assist with a retail change 
management project to help the client 
pilot its concept of the “Next Generation 
Sales Process.”

• Deloitte assessed the existing sales 
process at selected dealers, assisted 
with the design of the Next Generation 
Sales Process, and conducted pilot 
studies at a number of hand-selected 
dealerships. 

Value delivered/benefits

• Based on the outcomes of the
pilots, Deloitte helped to develop an 
interactive platform for communication 
of Next Generation Sales Process 
implementation, a process roadmap, 
guidance, and program reporting 
capabilities. Created resources and 
financial models to support feasibility 
and resource requirements.

• Identified and presented the strengths, 
weaknesses, risks, and opportunities 
emanating from the pilot studies.

• Determined feasibility of retail change 
management structure, including time 
and effort required per dealership.

• Streamlined dealer processes and 
improved overall experience for 
customers.

• Coordinated retail change management 
processes that are readily adaptable to 
other situations and clients.

• Held dealership workshop and lab to 
showcase program initiatives and to 
obtain dealer buy-in.

• Assisted in the education of dealership 
personnel as to roles & responsibilities, 
etc. 

Operational and financial performance
Retail change management — New car sales process 
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Business issue

 • Client’s dealer network profitability was
declining.

 • Client lacked visibility into the
profitability drivers within its dealer
network .

Project objectives and scope

 • Our Dealer Services team was engaged
to provide profitability insights via
in-dealer visits for a sample of dealers
and to perform analytics on the entire
dealer network.

 • Deloitte utilized financial statements
from the dealer network to create a
series of KPIs, across new, used, parts,
and service, which are known to drive
profitability.

 • Benchmarks were created for top
performers based on profitability.

 • KPIs and other raw data were utilized as
inputs in a series of statistical analysis
techniques including regression,
decision trees, clustering, and machine
learning.

 • Outputs of advanced analytics were 
visualized in dashboards to highlight 
patterns and areas of improvement 
within the dealer network.

Value delivered/benefits

 • Quantitative analysis drew attention 
to issues prevalent across the dealer 
network, not just in dealerships visited.

 • Data and advanced analytics drove
an actionable set of insights where

change can be made in order to 
enhance dealer/OEM performance and 
relationships.

 • Client was able to provide suggestions
for enhancing dealer relation to client
leadership, which were backed by
quantitative evidence.

Profitability
Dealer network pro itability analytics/benchmarking 
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Business issue

Client was seeking a service provider 
with an established record of providing 
leading practices and high-quality 
services to assess their dealership 
compliance with various sales and 
incentive programs. Client seeking a 
service provider who could:

 • Offer an experienced team who could
“talk the dealership talk” and focus on
the areas that matter the most to the
business.

 • Assist with streamlining processes
throughout the audit lifecycle
leveraging innovative technologies from
planning to reporting.

 • Help reduce duplicate efforts between
client and provider, particularly during
the reporting process.

 • Provide client and the dealership
network with visibility and insights that
will enhance the value of the audits.

Project objectives and scope

 • Deloitte was engaged to plan and
execute over 120 dealership visits
annually at independently owned
stores.

 • Deloitte was to create a tool that could
provide enhanced efficiency and
timeliness to dealership inspections
by integrating the performance of
the inspections, automated report
generation, and dynamic analytic
dashboarding.

 • Deloitte was to develop and utilize
a consistent testing approach and
structure across dealership inspections
so results can be compiled and
compared across the dealership
network.

Value delivered/benefits

 • A customizable tool that is the
backbone for each phase of the
audit process (Deloitte Dealership
Platform — DDP).

 • Effective reporting technology: Reports
can now be generated in less than five
minutes, where it took the OEM five
hours to manually generate a report
previously.

 • Robust data visualizations.

 • An experienced team who “talk the
dealership talk” from leadership to
audit staff.

 • A flexible approach that focuses on
client business requirements.

 • An ability to tailor our program tools
from planning to reporting.

 • More efficient audits with streamlined
pre- and post-audit activities.

 • Identified more than $1M of recovery
annually for the OEM.

 • The OEM now has visibility into the
results of the compliance inspections
across its network of stores, which has
directly led to the OEM making specific
program enhancements where issues
were pervasive across their network.

Compliance
Sales and incentive compliance program 
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Business issue

A mid-sized automotive group engaged 
Deloitte to help develop a multi-faceted 
growth strategy and implementation 
roadmap. The client had aspirations to 
drive growth within its home market and 
US operations. With operations across 
multiple markets, the client needed an 
advisor with deep understanding of 
the current and future market locally 
and internationally. The client looked to 
Deloitte to help identify both near-term 
and future opportunities in the rapidly 
evolving mobility marketplace. 

Project objectives and scope

 • Conduct primary and secondary
market research to identify key trends
in automotive services industry.

 • Identify implications (benefits and
risks) to both the client and broader
automotive services ecosystem.

 • Define and align the executive team
around a single growth ambition and
aspiration.

 • Develop and prioritize strategic growth
platforms through clustering market
opportunities.

 • Recommend an organization and
governance structure to assist with
growth aspirations.

 • Design a roadmap of key initiatives
with execution details on top priority
initiatives.

Value delivered/benefits
Deloitte helped to establish, under the 
direction of the client’s leadership and 
board of directors, a common shared 
understanding of the current strategy, 
performance challenges, and issues to 
be resolved with the long-term strategic 
plan. Deloitte also facilitated multi-day 
workshops with the client to generate 

an expansive set of ideas for growth 
that can be further refined into growth 
platforms to support the overall strategy. 

Future of retail
Distributor/dealer international growth strategy 
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Future of retail
Digital retail transformation 

Business issue
A large OEM wanted to transform the 
way customers purchase or lease their 
next vehicle. In the OEM's view: 

 • The automotive retail customer 
experience needs major improvements

 • Third party service providers have
begun to fill the gap left by dealers

 • There is a real concern that these third
parties may insert themselves into the
value chain at the expense of dealers

Project objectives and scope

 • Over 75 Deloitte Digital practitioners
were staffed to define and run a
multi-brand and enterprise wide retail
transformation program

 • 700 + Dealers were exposed to
Deloitte’s solution for changing the
customer buying experience

 • The team discovered that the customer
wanted to get rid of the “annoying sales
guy” to enable a more transparent,
timely, tailored, and trusted experience

Value delivered/benefits 

 • Deloitte helped to align an enterprise
and their dealer network on a future
retail vision and strategy, this included
everything from initial concept
development, business case creation,
and multiple in-market prototypes

 • Developed a pilot approach that has
led to a full-scale rollout across the
OEM’s dealerships
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Business issue

Client was seeking a service provider 
with an established record of providing 
leading practices and high-quality 
services to assess its dealership sales 
experience across multiple channels. 
Client was seeking a service provider who 
could:

 • Leverage leading practices in program
design, with reference points from
multiple industries and luxury service
experiences.

 • Create a flexible, scalable program to
provide consistent data to corporate
stakeholders while meeting the specific
needs of the regions.

 • Not only look at the discrete experience
within each sales channel, but also how
well the sales channels interact.

 • Provide data to help enhance the sales
process and drive incremental vehicle
sales and increased internal and
external customer service metrics.

Project objectives and scope

 • Deloitte was engaged to conduct
mystery shops of the online, phone,
and in-person sales experience at 200
dealerships in two “waves” each year,
totaling 1,200 evaluations.

 • Deloitte was to report on the individual
and aggregate findings via a dynamic
online dashboard reporting tool that
would provide highly configurable
reports at the corporate, region and
dealership levels.

 • Deloitte was to build a mystery
shopping team and the related
recruiting, screening, training, and
quality control infrastructure to drive
quality and consistency across the
program and help the client enhance
its internal and external customer
service scores.

Value delivered/benefits

 • A customized program design process
that involved input/guidance from the

regional management teams and aligns 
with key drivers of JD Power scores.

 • Robust dashboard reporting via
the TrueView data collection and
dashboard reporting.

 • A flexible deployment model designed
to adhere to the “wave”-based
deployment desired by corporate, but
also tailored to the needs of specific
dealerships in the region.

 • Initial trends/insights into areas
to focus on to enhance customer
engagement and external scores,
including gaps/breakdowns in the
efficiency of the multi-channel sales
process that were critical quality
drivers.

 • Collection and dissemination of leading
practices in the sales experience across
the dealer network.

Customer experience
Mystery shopping — Dealership cross-channel sales experience 
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This publication contains general information only and Deloitte is not, by means of this publication, rendering accounting, business, financial, investment, 
legal, tax, or other professional advice or services. This publication is not a substitute for such professional advice or services, nor should it be used as a 
basis for any decision or action that may affect your business. Before making any decision or taking any action that may affect your business, you should 
consult a qualified professional advisor. Deloitte shall not be responsible for any loss sustained by any person who relies on this publication. 

About Deloitte
As used in this document, “Deloitte” means Deloitte & Touche LLP, which provides audit and risk advisory services; and Deloitte Consulting LLP, which provides 
strategy, operations, technology, systems, outsourcing and human capital consulting services.  These entities are separate subsidiaries of Deloitte LLP. Please see 
www.deloitte.com/us/about for a detailed description of our legal structure. Certain services may not be available to attest clients under the rules and regulations 
of public accounting.
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